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Abstract
Rapidly shifting dynamics in today's global execution marketplace have dramatically changed the role of the buy-side trader. Where their role was once execution only, effective traders today realize they must now utilize the entire workflow process to achieve the best possible overall results for their trades. Successful traders have adapted to this new environment by becoming skillful liquidity managers, leveraging the increasing number of sophisticated liquidity management tools and technologies available to them to help maximize their total performance, respond to shifting market structure challenges and meet their objectives while streamlining workflow efficiency. Innovative and relevant solutions to these new requirements focus on giving traders maximum choice over where and how to trade, more control over the outcome of their trades, broad connectivity to global markets and global points of liquidity and optimal cost efficiency in their trading transactions. Advanced, sophisticated liquidity management technologies offer the tools traders need to leverage the interconnectivity of today's growing multi-asset markets and work as effectively, creatively and intelligently as possible within the dynamics of this new environment.
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